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I. Introduction 
   This paper is dedicated to the linguistic analysis of types, degrees and functions word 

stress in English. The study of stress and its specific features has always been one of   the most 
interesting, disputable and important problems of theoretical phonetics. Stress is a prosodic 
(suprasegmental) phenomenon, which characterizes phonetic units higher than segmental 
phonemes. It can characterize syllables, rhythmic groups, intonation groups and utterances. 
Word stress or accent is usually defined as the degree of force or prominence with which a sound 
or syllable is uttered. The study of English accentuation is one of the most actual problems of 
modern English phonetics.  

The main aim of the present paper is linguistic analysis of the specific features of types, 
degrees and functions of word stress in the English language. 

 This aim of our present research puts forward the following tasks to fulfill: 
- to define the term stress and its nature; 
- to study the phonetic and phonological  status of accentual structure of a language; 
- to study types and  degrees of stress; 
- to analyze different accentual tendencies in English; 
- to investigate specific peculiarities of linguistic functions of accentual structure of 

English words. 
  The main material of the given paper is taken from different books on theoretical and 

practical phonetics as such English Phonetics. A Theoretical Course (by Abduazizov A.A T., 
2006,) A Theoretical Course of English Phonetics (Leontyeva S.F M., 2002.)Theoretical 
Phonetics of English (Sokolova M.A. and others. M., 1994,) English Phonetics. A Theoretical 
Course, Vassilyev V.A. M., 1970,) Pronunciation Theory of English (by Alimardanov R.A.T, 
2009) and many others. 
 The theoretical value of the present paper is that the theoretical part of the work can be 
used in delivering lectures on the Theoretical Phonetics of Modern English. 

The practical value of the present paper is that the practical results gained by 
investigating the given problem may be used as examples or mini-tests in seminars and practical 
lessons on English phonetics.  

II. Body 
1. General Notes on Accentual structure of English  

 
Stress is a prosodic (suprasegmental) phenomenon, which characterizes phonetic units 

higher than segmental phonemes. It can characterize syllables, rhythmic groups, intonation 
groups and utterances. 

Word stress or accent is usually defined as the degree of force or prominence with which 
a sound or syllable is uttered.1  
 Linguists generally distinguish between two types of stress: word stress and sentence 
stress. 

                 
1 Abduazizov A.A. Theoretical phonetics of Modern English . T, 1986 p.124 



 Word stress is a feature of the phonetic structure of a word as a vocabulary unit, i.e. of a 
word pronounced in isolation. Word stress, as all other phonetic phenomena, can be described 
and analyzed on three different levels: the auditory level, the acoustic level and the linguistic 
level.2 
 The auditory impression of word stress is that of prominence. Therefore, on the auditory 
level, word stress is generally defined as the greater degree of special prominence given to one or 
more syllables in one and the same word. 
 But it should be emphasized that word stress refers to the relative prominence of all the 
syllables of a word. One or more syllables of the word may be marked by different degrees of 
prominence as compared to the rest of the syllables of the same word. There may be one 
prominent syllable in a word (as in “mother’), two equally prominent syllables (as in 
“ˈmisbeˈhave”), two unequally prominent syllables (as in “eˌxamiˈnation”) or more prominent 
syllables (as in “ˈunreˌliaˈbility”). And this correlation of degrees of prominence in the syllables 
of a word forms the accentual structure of the word. 
 When we speak about words and their components as such syllables we can say that 
words may be monosyllabic and polysyllabic. Monosyllabic words, therefore, have no accentual 
structure, and they cannot be said to have, by themselves, one degree of stress rather than 
another. But it is generally agreed that in isolation a monosyllabic word is stressed. 
 Investigations of the acoustic nature of word stress show that the perception of 
prominence may be due to definite variations or the following acoustic parameters: intensity, 
duration, frequency, formant structure. All these parameters generally interact to produce the 
effect of prominence. 

Thus, D. Fry synthesized pairs of non-verb homonyms (e.g. “ˈobject-obˈject”) on 
monotones, and varied the relative durations and intensities of the two vowels. His experiment 
showed that as long as duration and intensity were increased together, reinforcing each other, 
there was agreement on which syllable was stressed; but, when increased separately, duration 
appeared to be more important than intensity.3  
 D. Bolinger’s experiments have shown that pitch movement in English is also one of the 
most important cues to stress. But it is not the pitch direction that is significant in English; it is 
the pitch contrast that really matters. In other words, changes in the pitch direction will not 
change the meaning of a word, e.g. “`abstract”, “ˏabstract”, “˅abstract” remain to be one and the 
same word. But a pitch movement involving a rapid and relatively wide departure from a 
monotone level is always perceived as a change in the degree of prominence of the syllables of 
the word. 
 And finally, A. Gimson notes that if a nonsense word /Ilɔlelæ/ is presented to English 
listeners, with no pitch or length variations but with vowels of different quality, the vowels 
which are the most sonorous (i.e. the most open vowels) will be judged most prominent. In this 
nonsense word /ɔ/ and /æ/ are usually judged as the points of greatest prominence. This shows 
what an important role the quality of a vowel plays in producing the effect of stress.4 
 Therefore, as far as English word stress is concerned, relative prominence in the listeners’ 
mind is created by an interaction of at least four acoustic parameters: intensity, fundamental 
frequency, duration and formant structure. Which of these parameters is the principal one in 
creating English word stress still remains a controversial problem. 
 C. Torsuyev, who has conducted a series of investigations into the acoustic nature of 
English word stress, calls it dynamic, quantitative and qualitative. He does not call it musical, 

                 
2 Alimardanov R.A. Pronunciation theory of English , T, 2009, p.86 
3 Fry D.B. Experiments in the perception of Stress, “Language and Speech” vol.I , 1958, pp. 126-128 
4 Gimson A.C. An Introduction to the Pronunciation of English, London, 1964.p 221  



because he considers pitch variations in English to be an inherent feature of a phrase (not a 
word). Consequently, he defines pitch variations in English as an important feature of sentence 
stress (not word stress).5 
      As for Russian word stress, it is considered to be primarily quantitative and, secondarily, 
qualitative and dynamic. 

Though word stress in English is called free, it is not really free of any accentual 
tendencies. There are certain tendencies in English which regulate the accentuation of words to a 
certain extent. 
 Linguists, who have made a thorough study of English word stress, have agreed upon the 
existence of two main accentuation tendencies in English: the recessive tendency and the 
rhythmic tendency. 6 
 According to the recessive tendency stress falls on the first syllable which is generally the 
root syllable (e.g. “ˈmother, ˈfather, ˈsister, ˈbrother, ˈready, ˈwindow”) or on the second syllable 
in words which have a prefix of no special meaning (e.g. , “beˈcome, inˈdeed, forˈgive, beˈhind”). 
 The recessive tendency in stressing words is characteristic of words of Anglo-Saxon 
origin, and the recessive tendency has influenced many borrowings (e.g. “ˈexcellent, ˈgarage”). 
 It is the usual way of stressing four-syllabled words. E.G., “poˈlitical, deˈmocracy, 
iˈdentify, comˈparison”. 

In word with more than four syllables we very often find the influence of both the 
rhythmic and the recessive tendencies. E.g., “ˌindiˈvisible, ˌinefˈficiency, ˌphysiˈology, 
ˌphonoˈlogical” 
 In rapid colloquial style the two tendencies very often coincide as one of the vowels is 
elided. E.g. ˈterrit (o) ry, ˈdiction(a)ry. 
 The rhythmic tendency remains a strong one and it affects the accentual structures of a 
large number of words in modern English. Thus, in some polysyllabic words there is a tendency 
nowadays to avoid a succession of weak syllables, especially is these have /ə/ or /I/. 

As a result, there appears as accentuation shift with a rhythmic alternation of stressed and 
unstressed syllables. This tendency is clearly evident in the second (new) pronunciation of the 
following words: 
 ˈexquisite or exˈquisite   ˈcapitalist or caˈpitalist 
 ˈprecedence or preˈcendence  ˈcontroversy or conˈtroversy 
  ˈsonorous or soˈnorous   ˈhospitable or hosˈpitable 
 Analyzing the accentuation structures of derivatives and their parent words, I. Wolfson 
noticed that the stress of the parent word is often retained in the derivatives. 
 Cf. ˈsimilar - assimiˈlation, simiˈlarity 
 ˈpersonal - ˌpersoˈnality, ˈnation -ˌnatioˈnality. 
 

I. Wolfson calls it the retentive tendency in English. 
There is one more accentuation tendency in English: the tendency to stress the most 

important elements in words. Such meaningful prominence is given to negative prefixes (as in 
“ˈunˈknown, ˈinarˈtistic, ˈmisbeˈhave”), meaningful prefixes (as in “ˈex-ˈpresident, ˈvice-

                 
5Торсуев Г.П. Фонетика Английского языка. М.1950, р.179 
6 Alimardanov R.A. Pronunciation theory of English , T, 2009, p.89 



ˈpresident, ˈsub-ˈeditor, ˈunderˈmine”), suffix “-teen” (as in ˈthirˈteen, ˈfourˈteen”), semantically 
important element in compound words (as in “ˈwell-ˈknown, ˈred-ˈhot, ˈbad-ˈtempered”). 
 These are the numerous tendencies that to some extent regulate the accentuation of words 
in English. 

      G.Torsuyev analyses the accentual structures of English words7. He distinguishes 11 types of 
accentual structure of English words, the most widely spread of them are: 

┴   (words with one primary stress as in “ˈafter”), 
┴ ┴   (words with two primary stresses as in “ˈweek-ˈend”), 
┯ and ┴ (words with one primary and one secondary stresses as in “ˈhair-ˌdresser, 

ˌmagaˈzine”). 
These are the most typical accentual structure for the common English words. Besides, 

they are the most productive, i.e. borrowings and new words that appear in English are generally 
accented accordingly. 
         The remaining accentual structures (┴ ┴ ┴ “ˈUˈSˈA”, ┴ ┴ ┯ “ˈunˈseaˌworthy”, ┴ ┯ 
┴ “ˈmisˌinˈterpret”, ┴ ┯ ┯ “ˈunˌcircumˌcision”,  ┯ ┯ ┴ “ˌindiˌvidualiˈzation”, ┯ ┴ ┯ 
“ˌgingerˈbeer-ˌbottle”) are less common in English. 
     In disyllabic words with a prefix which has lost its meaning the stress falls on the second 
syllable (on the root syllable), e.g. beˈcome, beˈgin, proˈnounce. In disyllabic verbs ending in –
ate, -ise, -ize, -fy the stress falls on the last syllable, e.g. dicˈtate, surˈprise, deˈfy . 
     In most words of three or four syllables the accent falls on the third syllable from the end of 
the word, e.g. family, cinema.  
    The accent on the third syllable from the end is espesiall3y typicalof polysyllabic verbs with 
the suffixes -ize, -fy, -ate, e.g. ˈrecognize, ˈdemonstrate, ˈqualify. 
     The accent falls on the third syllable from the end of the word before the following suffixes: -
logy, -logist, -graphy, -grapher, -cracy e.g. psyˈchology, biˈologist, geˈography, geˈographer, 
deˈmocracy. 
     The accent falls on the second syllable from the end of the word before the following 
suffixes: -ian, -ience, -ient, - al,-ual, -eous, -ious. -iar e.g. phyˈsician, exˈperience, exˈpedient, 
eˈfficient, paˈrental, eˈssential, haˈbitual, couˈrageous, deˈlicious, faˈmiliar. 
     The accent falls on the final syllable formed by the following suffixes : -ee, - eer, -ier, -ade, -
esque. The root syllable in such words has secondary accent.e.g. refuˈgee, employˈee, engiˈneer, 
pictuˈresque. 
     Most words of more than four syllables have two stresses: primary(nuclear) and  secondary. 
    The primary stress falls either on the third or the second syllable from the end. 
     In most words the secondary stress falls on the syllable separated from the nuclear syllable by 
one unstressed syllable, e.g. pronuncˈiation, governˈmental. 
    In many derivative nouns the secondary stress falls on the same syllable which has the primary 
stress in the original word. In such nouns the syllable with the secondary stress may be separated 
from the nuclear syllable by two or even three unstressed syllables, e.g. ˈorganize → 
organiˈzation, experiment→ experimenˈtation, ˈpeculiar→ pecuˈliarity.   

                 
7 Торсуев Г.П. Фонетика Английского языка. М.1950, р.183 
 



     Most English words which have two primary stresses are formed with prefixes or suffixes. 
One of two primary stresses falls on the root syllable, the other suffix or the prefix, e.g. ˈtrusˈtee, 
ˈChˈinese, ˈilˈlegal. 
     Numerals from 13 to 19 are pronounced with two primary stresses: the first primary stress 
falls on the root syllable and the nuclear stress falls on the suffix – teen e.g. ˈfourteen, ˈ sixteen.  
    Words with separable prefixes also have two primary stresses. They are as follows: 

1) un-, dis-, non-, in-, il-, im-, ir- as negative prefixes,e.g. . ˈun. ˈable, . ˈdis. ˈappear, . ˈnon-. 
ˈparty, . ˈ ina. ˈrtistic, . ˈim. ˈmaterial, . ˈir. ˈregular. 

2) Ex-, meaning “former” e.g. . ˈex. ˈminister, . ˈex. ˈpresident. 
3) Re- denoting repetition e.g. . ˈre. ˈorganize, . ˈre. ˈwrite. 
4) Under- with various meanings, e.g. . ˈ under. ˈdo, . ˈ under. ˈfeed. 
5) Anti- meaning “contrary to”, “against”, e.g. . ˈanti. ˈwar, . ˈanti. ˈceptic. 
6) Sub- meaning “subordinate” “assistant” e.g. . ˈsubl. ˈibrarian, . ˈsube. ˈditor 
7) Inter- meaning “among, within” , e.g. . ˈinter. ˈnational, . ˈinter. ˈchange. 
8) Mis in the meaning “wrong”e.g. . ˈmisin. ˈterprete, . ˈmisbe. ˈhave. 
9) Vice- meaning “in place of ” e.g. . ˈvice. ˈpresident, . ˈvice. ˈadmiral. 
10)Over – meaning “too much” e.g. . ˈovere. ˈxcite, . ˈover. ˈanxious. 
     The place of word-stress in English compound nouns principally depends on the semantic 
factor, that is to say, the element which determines the meaning of the whole compound has 
a primary stress.  Some compound nouns have single stress, others have two stresses. Single 
stress compound nouns with the nuclear accent on the first element are by far the most 
common, e.g. . ˈbookcase, . ˈdining-room.  

     Types and Degrees of Stress 
In different languages stress may be achieved by various combinations of these 

parameters. Depending upon which parameter is the principal one in producing the effect of 
stress, word stress in languages may be of different types. 
 There are languages with dynamic word stress. Stress in such languages is mainly 
achieved by a greater force of articulation which results in greater loudness, on the auditory 
level, and greater intensity, on the acoustic level. The stressed syllables in such languages are 
louder than the unstressed ones. All the other parameters play a less important role in producing 
the effect of stress in such languages. 
 Swedish word stress is characterized as dynamic and musical, because both loudness and 
pitch variations are relevant factors in producing prominence. 
 In languages with quantitative word stress the effect of stress is mainly based on the 
quantity of the sound, i.e. its duration. In such languages the vowel in the stressed syllable is 
always longer than the same vowel in an unstressed syllable. Russian word stress is considered 
to be quantitative by a number of linguists. But Russian phoneticians have proved that duration 
is not the only parameter that produces the effect of stress in Russian.8 
 Besides those types of word stress, some linguists (e.g. G. Torsuyev) distinguish 
qualitative word stress, as in many languages (including English) the quality of the vowel in a 
stressed syllable is unobscured and consequently differs greatly from the quality of the same 
vowel in unstressed syllables where it is reduced and obscured. Cf. the vowels in “subject” 
/ˈsʌbʤIkt/ and “subject” /səbˈʤekt/. On the acoustic level the physical correlate of quality is the 

                 
8 Alimardanov R.A. ibid 



formant structure. The spectrum of a vowel is unobscured when stressed and obscured when 
unstressed. 
 What type of word stress is English word stress? What i its acoustic nature? 
 Until recently, English word stress was considered to be dynamic, as the role of loudness 
in rendering a syllable more prominent than the neighbouring syllables is indisputable in 
English. But numerous investigations of the acoustic nature of English word stress have it clear 
that the effect of word stress in English does not depend on intensity alone, and that English 
word stress is of a complex nature. 

The accentual structures of languages differ from each other by the position of word 
stress in the syllable structures of words. 
 There are languages in which the main stress falls on a definite syllable of any word. It 
may on the first syllable, as in Czech, Finnish, or the last syllable, as in French, Turkish. 
  E.g.  nar ́odni, ci:́sio, moh́́u – in Czech, 
   francai ́s, parler ́, bonjouŕ – in French 

Stress in such languages is said to be fixed. Fixed stress performs a delimitative function, 
because it delimits one word from another by signaling its boundaries, e.g. the stressed syllable 
in Czech signals the initial boundary of a word, in French it signals the final boundary of a word. 
 Stress that is not fixed to any particular in all words is called free. Stress in the English 
language is free. 
 Free word stress does not perform the delimitative function.  
 Free word stress may be of two subtypes: 
1. The constant subtype – when word stress remains on the same morphemes in all the 
derivatives: 

ˈwonderful     phoˈnetic 
ˈwonderfully phoˈnetically 
ˈwonder    phoˈnetics 

2. The shifting stress which may fall on different morphemes in the derivatives of a word: 
ˈphotograph  ˈorigin 
photoˈgraphic oˈriginal 
phoˈtography   

     One of the main questions for the linguist is to determine the number of contrastive degrees of 
word stress in a language. 
 How many contrastive degrees of word stress exist in English? How many degrees of 
word stress are linguistically relevant in English? 
 Instrumental investigations show that a polysyllables word has as many degrees of stress 
as there are syllables in its. 
 An English scholar D. Jones has indicated the degrees of stress in the word 
“opportunity”9. 
           2        4             1          5    3  

/ˌɔ p ə ˈt j u: n I t I/ 
 But not all these degrees of stress are linguistically relevant. The problem is to determine 
which of these degrees of stress are linguistically relevant. 
 There are two views of the matter. Some (e.g. D. Jones, R. Kingdon, V. Vassilyev) 
consider that there are three degrees of stress in English, namely, primary (or strong stress), 
secondary (or medium stress), and weak (the so-called “unstressed” syllables have weak stress). 

                 
9 Jones D An Outline of English Phonetics, Cambridge ,1960 p.247 



Secondary stress is chiefly needed to define the accentual structure of words containing four or 
more syllables, and compound words, e.g. 
  “eˌxamiˈnation” “ˌqualifyˈcation” “ˈhair-ˌdresser” 
 All these three degrees of stress are linguistically relevant as there are words in English 
the meanings of which depend upon the occurrence of either of the three degrees of stress in their 
accentual structure. 
  E.g. “ˈimport - imˈport”, “ˌcertifiˈcation”-“cerˌtifiˈcation” 

But auditory analysis shows that there are certain positions in the accentual structure of 
English words where the vowel remains unobscured and its duration is considerable (though the 
syllable it occurs in does not actually bear either primary or secondary stress, but is more 
prominent than weakly stressed syllables). This can be clearly seem in verbs ending in “-ate”, “-
ise”, “-y”, (as in “elevate, recognize, occupy”). Besides, this can also be observed in GA nouns 
ending in “-ary”, “-ony”, “-ory” (as in “dictionary, territory, ceremony”). On this account, some 
linguists (G. Trager, A. Hill and other American linguists) distinguish four degrees of stress: 
 primary stress /ˊ/ (as in “cu ́pboard”), 
 secondary stress /˄/ (as in discriminátion), 
 tertiary stress /`/ (as in “a ́nalỳse”), 

weak stress /˅/ (as in “cu ́pboard”, but very often the weakly stressed syllable is left 
unmarked).10 
 American linguists consider that secondary stress generally occurs before the primary 
stress (as in “examina ́tion”) while tertiary stress occurs after the primary stress (as in “ha ́ndbòok, 
spéciali ̀ze”). 
 Though the second view seems to be more exact, it lacks objective indicators of the 
distinctions between secondary and tertiary degrees of stress, the distinctions between them 
being too subtle to be noticed by an untrained ear. 
 Linguistically, tertiary word stress can be taken for a variant of secondary word stress, as 
there are no words in English the meanings of which depend on whether their accentual structure 
is characterized by either secondary or tertiary stress. 
         That is why the accentual structure of English words is defined by most linguists as a 
correlation of three degree of stress (or prominence). 

 
3. Functions of Word Stress in English  

Word stress in English has several functions: the constitutive function, the distinctive 
function and the identificatory function. 
 Word stress has a constitutive function, as it moulds syllables into a word by forming its 
accentual structure. Without a definite accentual structure a word ceases to be a word and 
because a sequence of syllables. 
 Word stress has a distinctive function in English, because there exist different words in 
English with analogical sound structure which are differentiated in speech only by their 
accentual structure. E.g., 
  Noun/Adjective    Verb 
  ˈinsult       inˈsult 
  ˈabˌstract    ˌabˈstract or abˈstract 
  ˈacˌcent or ˈaccent   ˌacˈcent or acˈcent 

                 
10 Blocch B, Trager G.L. Outline of Linguistic Analysis. Baltimore , 1942, pp 48-50 



But are these words distinguished by different degrees of stress or are they distinguished 
by different accentual structures? 

There exist two views on the problem. 
Some linguists (G. Trager, A. Hill and V.Vassilyev) consider that degrees of word stress 

can be regarded as phonological units. Most of the American linguists consider degrees or word 
stress to be separate phonemes. Alongside the generally accepted phonemes they have 
introduced into their list 4 stress phonemes: primary, secondary, tertiary and weak stress 
phonemes. 
 V. Vassilyev analyses minimal pairs as “`ˈimport - imˈport” and states that in them 
primary stress and weak stress form phonological oppositions (primary stress vs. weak stress). 
The distinction in the meaning of the words “ˌcertifiˈcation-cerˌtifiˈcation”, according to 
V.Vassilyev, is based on the phonological opposition of secondary stress vs. weak stress. 
 On account of this, he regards the degrees of stress as phonological units, which he calls 
“accentemes”. He distinguishes three word accentemes in English, namely 
   primary accenteme,  
   secondary accenteme, 
   weak accenteme.11 
 The second view is expressed by G. Torsuyev, H. Kurath, A. Gimson and others. They 
consider that it is the accentual structure of words that contrast with each other and not the 
degrees of stress. 
 Degrees of word stress can be perceived only in accentual structures as relatively strong, 
medium or weak stress, i.e. one syllables has stronger stress than any other, another syllable is 
less strong but stronger than the weak ones. Moreover in one accentual structure secondary stress 
may be stronger than primary stress in another accentual structure. Therefore, it is the accentual 
structures “primary stress + weak stress” and “weak stress + primary stress” that distinguish 
words as “ˈimport - imˈport”, “ˈinsult - inˈsult”. 
 Word stress in English has no delimitative function, as it is free shifting word stress. 

     Thus, while discussing the linguistic functions of word stress in the English language 
we can observe that the English word stress having three degrees performs the constitutive 
function, the distinctive function and the identificatory function which are of an essential 
importance among other phonetic and phonological units. Besides that, we can mention the 
importance od functions of word stress in communication. 

 
 

III. Conclusion 
As we have already above mentioned, stress or accent is a prosodic (suprasegmental) 

phenomenon, which characterizes phonetic units higher than segmental phonemes which can 
characterize syllables, rhythmic groups, intonation groups and utterances. Word stress or accent 
is usually defined as the degree of force or prominence with which a sound or syllable is uttered. 
Linguists generally distinguish between two types of stress: word stress and sentence stress. 
 Word stress is a feature of the phonetic structure of a word as a vocabulary unit, i.e. of a 
word pronounced in isolation. Word stress, as all other phonetic phenomena, can be described 
and analyzed on three different levels: the auditory level, the acoustic level and the linguistic 
level. 
  The classification of words according to the place and degree of stress is known as the 
accentual structure of words. Traditionally word accent has the following phonetic components: 

                 
11 Vassilyev V.A. English Phonetics.A throretical course. M, 1970 p.279 



a) In articulatory aspect stress is realized by the great force of respiration, duration of 
articulation, high frequency of the vibration of vocal cords; 

b) Acoustically, a stressed syllable has greater intensity, duration and pitch or tone of voice 
than in unstressed syllable; 

c) Perceptually, a stressed syllable is characterized by more loudness, duration and high 
tone of a sound in comparison with unstressed syllable. 
Word accent serves not only to single out one or more syllables in a word with the help 
of intensity, pitch and duration but it also prosodically combines and thus, phonetically 
shapes the word as a semantic unit in language structure. 
According to the significance of prosodic features of intensity, duration and pitch 

(including qualitative and quantitative features of sounds (mainly vowels)) languages are 
classified into the following four types as such dynamic, tone, qualitative and quantitative 
languages. 

Discussing the English language accent, according to a number of phoneticians English is 
considered to be as dynamic, qualitative and quantitative language which is characterized with 
the stressed syllable as distinct, long and prominence. 

While analyzing the specific features of the accentual structure of English words, based on 
investigations of great Russian linguist – Torsuyev who points out 11 different patterns of 
English word accentuation we can observe that it is one of the most complex matters of English 
phonetics.  

Word stress as any other phonetic units performs three main functions as such constitutive, 
distinctive and identificatory functions. 

Thus, summarizing all above stated , we can draw a conclusion that the study of the 
accentual structure of English words is one of the most interesting, actual, disputable and 
important problems of modern English phonetics. 
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Introduction 
 
     This paper is dedicated to the linguistic analysis of the specific peculiarities of word stress, its 
types, degrees and functions in English. The study of stress and its specific features has always 
been one of   the most interesting, disputable and important problems of theoretical phonetics. 
Stress is a prosodic phenomenon, which characterizes phonetic units higher than segmental 
phonemes. It can characterize syllables, rhythmic groups, intonation groups and utterances. 
Word stress or accent is usually defined as the degree of force or prominence with which a sound 
or syllable is uttered. The study of English word stress is one of the most actual problems of 
modern English phonetics.  
     The main aim of the present paper is linguistic analysis of the specific features of word stress 
in the English language. 
     The aim of our present research puts forward the following tasks to fulfill: 

- to define the term stress and its nature; 
- to study the phonetic and phonological  status of accentual structure of a language; 
- to study types and  degrees of stress; 
- to analyze different accentual tendencies in English; 
- to investigate specific peculiarities of linguistic functions of accentual structure of 

English words. 
     The main material of the given paper is taken from different books on theoretical and 
practical phonetics as such English Phonetics. A Theoretical Course (by Abduazizov A.A T., 
2006,) A Theoretical Course of English Phonetics (Leontyeva S.F M., 2002.)Theoretical 
Phonetics of English (Sokolova M.A. and others. M., 1994,) English Phonetics. A Theoretical 
Course, Vassilyev V.A. M., 1970,) Pronunciation Theory of English (by Alimardanov R.A.T, 
2009) and many others. 
     The theoretical value of the present paper is that the theoretical part of the work can be used 
in delivering lectures on the Theoretical Phonetics of Modern English. 
     The practical value of the present paper is that the practical results gained by investigating the 
given problem may be used as examples or mini-tests in seminars and practical lessons on 
English phonetics.  

 


